
PWPT Guide

Signals: Rally or Crash?

GREEN Column: RALLY ALERT - BUY Signal

1 - Rally Alert (BUY Signal)
0 - No Rally Alert (No BUY Signal)

RED Column: CRASH ALERT - Sell Signal

–1 - Crash Alert (Sell Signal)
0 - No Crash Alert (No Sell Signal)

Trend Momentum: What kind of market are you dealing with?

Bullish, Bearish, Trading Sideways

BLUE Column: TREND MOMENTUM

0 Market is flat. No clear direction.
1 Bull trend that has temporarily lost its momentum (Weak Trend)
11 Bull trend with bullish momentum behind it (Strong Trend)
88 & –88 Trading sideways inside the Kumo Cloud of death (Be cautious and take profit
same day when possible.)
–2 Bearish trend that has temporarily lost its momentum (Weak Trend)
–22 Bear trend with bearish momentum behind it (Strong Trend)

Additional Momentum Indicators:

10 Bullish Correction. The bull market is in a full blown correction, meaning that prices are
expected to decline further.
–20 Bearish Correction. The bear market is in a full blown correction, meaning that prices are
expected to rise further.



Some examples using all three indicators:
1 0 11: Strong buy signal
1 0 1: Moderate buy signal
1 0 –22: Bear Market w/ rally signal. Market may be bottoming out and could start to take off.
1 0 –20: Bear Market w/ bearish correction. Price likely to rise despite bear market.
0 –1 –2: Moderate sell signal
0 –1 –22: Strong sell signal
0 –1 11: Sell signal (bearish) with a bullish trend (be cautious)
1 –1 11 / 1 –1 1 / 1 –1 –22 / 1 –1 88: Narrow Range breakout (Market will move, but the
direction is unclear)

Remember:

1. The less obvious (or more mixed) a signal is, the more cautious you want to be be about it.
2. Price is the most important indicator of all! You can place buy or sell orders using the price

triggers themselves (the LONG ENTRY - BUY-STOP and “STOPLOSS” prices) regardless of
what the indicators say.

4 Ways To Choose Your Trades:
1. Use the Indicators to find Potential Opportunities
2. Trade your Favorite Markets using the Long Entry Price and Stoploss Price
3. A Mix of both 

☝

4. Follow Dex’s Weekly Pulse Picks!


